Seated Lifts

Startracks Power Seat / Sling Lift

This lift was developed for a person that cannot climb steps. The lift can be installed on either side of the entry door and on the right side as you exit in a front entry vehicle. It is powered by a 12 volt motor attached to hydraulic cylinder and operated by a wireless remote system much like the one you use to lock and unlock a car door. The required space to install the lift is 9 inches wide, 4 inches deep and 72 inches tall. The carrier arm/articulating hinge that the seat is attached to moves up and down from the operation of a wireless remote. Safety switches are installed internally. When you are ready to enter or exit the vehicle, the user sits on the seat and uses the remote to lower or raise themself. An easy push moves oneself in or out of the entry door. The seat is easily removed by lifting it off of the carrier arm/articulating hinge. The seat can be stored inside the vehicle or in an external cargo bay. The carrier arm/articulating hinge can be lowered into the step well for travel.